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1999 by Stephen Johnson. All rights reserved worldwide.)

0 STEPHEN .JOt-tNSON

ANYONE WHO'S PAID AmNTION 10 ADVANCES ON THE DIGITAL

frontier over the last 15 years has heard of landscape photographer
Stephen Johnson. Based in Pacifica, Ollffomia, Johnson has been photographing exdusively with a digital camera for ten years, and has often
served as a set of aitical eyes through which new digital tools are eva~
uated and refined. He uses the new medium in a very traditional wayaeating representational images of the natural landscape-but his current work may one day redefine what we expect to see in a photograph.
Johnson speaks about his photographic work in the precise
and passionate manner of someone who is used to being misunderstood. He works hard to communicate important points
regarding his work. Key among them is that his photography
has nothing to do with digital manipulation. Manipulating what
we see is the opposite of where his interest lies, in fact. "As I
look around the world, I see a wonder, a majesty to the planet that is almost unbelievable. I don't need to 'enhance' it. It's
too wondrous to capture to begin with," he explains.
Another point Johnson spells out is that technology and equipment are not his passions. In fact, he says that he would much
rather talk about his photographic esthetic. Technology is surely
bound up in that esthetic, but he explains the goal of his landscape photography in terms of vision, not pixels: "I am a fan of
the artists like [Albert] Bierstadt and [Thomas] Moran and thei r
exaggerated versions of the West, but their hyperbole is not what
I'm interested in pursuing. I'm concerned with rendering subtle
nuances in light and shadow as dose to the way that the human
eye experiences them as possible~
Of course, evidence exists to suggest that Johnson qualifies
as something of a techie. Is there a more appropriate designation for someone who owns the entire collection of images
from the Voyager space program on CD? And as child in Merced,
California, he spent his time on projects like re-wiring his mother's house and rebu ilding his reel-to-reel tape recorder. More
important, however, are his abiding love of the wilderness and
a commitment to affecting social change. These qualities have
propelled Johnson's work over the course of his 20-year career.
But any environmental activism perceived in his photographs is
merely •a subtext," he says. "It's never overt."
Johnson grew up near some of the most awe-inspiring
scenery in our country; Merced lies just West of the Sierra, 70
miles from Yosemite Valley. He became an avid outdoorsman,
and began carrying a 35mm camera on backpacking trips
while still in high school. At the time, though, photography
seemed no more important to him than many other subjects.
One of those subjects was politics. He worked on political
campaigns before he was old enough to vote, and like so
many of his generation, was outraged by our country's actions
in Vietnam. It was with an activist's spirit that he became
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"AS I LOOK AROUND THE WORLD, I SEE A

MAJESTY THAT IS ALMOST

UNBELIEVABLE. I DON"T NEED TO 'ENHANCE' IT.
IT'S TOO WONDROUS TO CAPTURE TO BEGIN WITH."
involved in the Mono Lake project in the early Eighties.
Johnson had been seduced by the unique beauty of Mono
Lake ever since he was o ld enough to drive over the Sierra
from Merced. The lake, whi ch is over a million years old, has
been receding at an alarming rate since 194 0 , when Los
Angeles began diverting sources that feed it. With fu nding
from the Nationa l Endowment For the Arts, among other
sources, he co-curated a touring photographic exhibition, At
Mono Lake, which sought to bring attention to the precarious state of the lake's eco-system. The exhibit included his
own photographs as we ll as the work over 50 other photographers including Ansel Adams and Timothy O'Sullivan,
as well as historical and scientific images.
In 1982 he began to focus his energies on photographing
the valley in which he was raised. Along with photographer and
fellow Central Valley native Robert Dawson, he set out to portray the geographical and cultural history of the agricultural

Clockwise from far left are photographs taken by
Stephen Johnson at Yosemite's Brldalvell Falls;
Alaska's Katmai NaUonal Park; Callfomla's Great
Central Valley; and Kenai Fjords National Park In
Alaska. To see more of Johnson~ work visit his Web
site at <www.sjphoto.com>.
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heartland of California. In the process, they hoped to bring
attention to the ways in which the land has been imperiled. The exhibit, California's Great Central Valley, opened
at the California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco in
1986 and toured for several years.
Along with Johnson's and Dawson's photographs of the
Valley, the exhibit brought together masses of historical and
scientific information and images. Significantly, the exhibit also

· innovators

Sponsors for the project include Adobe, Apple,
Betterlight, Dicomed, Digital Pond, FWB, Iris, Newer
Technology, Radius, Ricoh and Sinar Bron. The companies have provided equipment and financial backing.
Johnson has almost completed shooting the National
Parks project using the Betterlight scanning back invented by Michael Collette, the developer of the Dicomed
scanning camera. For this project he also employed a
Dicomed that was modified by Collette and Howard
Barney, inventor of the Barney Scan scanner. One important modification made to Johnson's Dicomed was the
incorporation of a rotating panoramic head, which Barney
invented, and for which Collette wrote the software.
Both of these digital backs have extremely high resolution and dynamic range. (The Dicomed has a maximum resolution of 6000 x 7520 pixels, records 132 mb
files and has 9 stops of exposure latitude; the Better
Light has a maximum resolution of 6000 x 8000 pixels,
records 144 mb files and more than 1O stops of exposure latitude.) In the field, Johnson previews his images
on the screen of his Mac G3 Powerbook, where he can
immediately make judgments about the exposure and
adjust accordingly. What all this has meant for Johnson
is an increased freedom to pursue his esthetic. "When
I first started shooting with digital, it was like this huge
multi-ton weight had been lifted off of my photographic work. Suddenly I could do things I could never do before-not only in terms of being able to see a really wide

Clockwise from top left: An infrared
image of Olympic National Park's Hoh
Rainforest; Alaska's Kenai Fjords
National Park; Arizona's Petrified Forest
National Park; and another image from
California's Great Central Valley.

included an interadive computer/video display. This element,
in particular, caught the eye of the people at Apple, which at
the time was working on developing the integration of text,
graphics and pidures- later known as multimedia. An important relationship was forged with Apple, which subsequently
donated the new Mac 11 color system Johnson used to design
the award-winning Great Central Valley book, published by the
University of California Press in 1993, and edited by Johnson.
His enthusiasm about the disital realm, and the praise
he has garnered for these photographic exhibits and books
has given nse to a sort of symbiotic relationship with many
other manufacturers over the years. He has served as a
digital imaging consultant, and wo rked on softwa re and
produ ct development for a variety of major manufacturers, some of whom have become sponsors of With a New
Eye, Johnson's digital survey of Ameri ca's National Pa rks.
continued on rop of poge 26
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Stephen Johnson and a shot from At Mono Lake (top).
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range of contrast, with a dynamic range way beyond film,
but to render the subtlest shades of pastel and color
way up i nto the highlights: he says.
Since a photograph is only as good as the resulting
print, Johnson also has struggled with finding a process
and a paper that does justice to the incredible nuances
in tonal distinctions and subtle pastels that he capt ures
with these digital ca meras. His solution for fi ne-art
prints has been to use the Iris Realist 5030 printer and
smooth rag paper.
The digital realm is still scary for some photographers,
as is the notion that film may soon become obsolete. But
there are some concrete reasons behind this phenomenon, Johnson says. "One fear of digital photography
comes from the fad that we've spent so much time and
energy learning to compensate for the failings of film, that
we think our skills will no longer be relevant." In Johnson's
experience, that is simply not the case. "How I see the
world-my notions of beauty-have not changed one iota
in the transition to digital." he asserts.
The only difference now, he adds, is that he can come
closer to seeing those notions realized in a photograph
then he ever could before. And, Johnson says, we're only at the begi nning: "It's very important to realize that we
are in the stone age of digital photography. We've begun to fashion tools, but we haven't even conceived of
a wheel yet. What we will be doing with imaging in the
coming years is almost unimaginable." 0

